
CTP80 BLD INT 

 
CTP80BLD INT Flavor Blend™  

Soft serve flavouring system  
The FlavorBlend CTP80BLD INT system is a revolutionary add-on that 
allows you to dispense nine flavours from your soft ice cream machine. 
The system works by blending concentrated flavouring syrups into the 
soft ice cream as it is dispensed creating a unique, highly desirable 
product. 
 

Single head system 
Attaches to many popular soft serve freezers and accommodates a wide 
variety of soft serve products. 
 

8 flavour cabinet 
The CTP80BLD conveniently fits into a standard C201 cart an maintains up to 
eight flavours within the system, flavours can be combined giving limitless 
combinations. Simply select as few or as many flavours as you like and the 
system will automatically layer the flavours as product is drawn. 
 

Custom touch panel 
The full colour, high resolution touch screen controls all of the functions of 
the unit. Videos, pictures, logos and graphics can be uploaded for 
total customisation. 
 

Gear driven injection 
The injection assembly is gear driven improving reliability and 
maximises power transfer to the blending head. 
 

Custom microprocessor 
The unit has extensive functionality including flavour calibration for both 
flow and taste, or the ability to combine different flavours together within 
the system. 
 

Twist-on bag connectors 
The bag-in-a-box system is easy to use and quick to change. 
 

Peristaltic syrup pumps 
Each flavour has its own dedicated peristaltic pump providing reliable 
operation. 
 

Clean-in-place 
The CTP80BLD INT’s easy to wipe stainless steel and plastic with built in rinse 
functions make the unit quick and simple to clean. 
 

Remote sanitiser tank 
The CTP80BLD INT has an internal sanitiser tank for flushing the system and 
rinsing the blending head. 
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FlavorBlend CTP80BLD INT 

CTP80BLD INT + C708 & C201* + optional graphics *Soft serve machine & C201 cart sold separately. 

FlavorBlend ™ 
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ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATION - SINGLE PHASE 

FlavorBurst CTP80BLD INT 

  

Voltage 230 VAC 

Frequency 50 Hz 

Circuit breaker 5 amp fuse 

Plug/Socket 13 amp dedicated socket 

™ 

Soft serve flavouring system  

Cabling, mounting brackets and accessories not shown. 

DIMENSIONS 

Height 26.62” 660 mm 

Width 18.43” 488 mm 

Depth 30.00” 762 mm 

Floor clearance* 3.56” 90 mm 

*CTP80BLD INT is on casters 

Weight 108 lbs. 45.8 Kg 

Wall air clearance (minimum)* 

Back 6” 152 mm 

Sides - - 

*Wall clearance is required at the rear of the unit for cables and pipe work to be 
routed correctly. 
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